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‣ OVERVIEW 

MODELING

Range Modulator

Ion Chamber 1 Ion Chamber 2,3First Scatterer

Scanning Magnets (Yokes and Coil)

Second Scatterer

Variable Collimator Snout

Aperture

General purpose packages

I/O
root
gMocren

Physics List 

LHEP_PRECO_HP
Low EM (ICRU49p)
...

User Applications

Treatment Modes
1. Passive 
2. Uniform Scanning (US)
3. Pencil Beam Scanning
(PBS)

BeamTransportSystem
1. Energy distribution
2. Spot size
3. Momentum direction

Treatment Room
1. FBTR
2. GTR2
3. GTR2 

IBA Proteus235 System

‣ IBA UNIVERSAL NOZZLE

MODELING
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‣ OVERVIEW 

MODELING

Treatment Room
1. FBTR
2. GTR2
3. GTR2 

BeamTransportSystem
1. Energy distribution
2. Spot size
3. Momentum direction

FBTR

GTR2

GTR3

BeamTransportSystem (BTS)
~ PrimaryGeneratorAction

User Applications

TreatmentRoom + User App
~ G4VDetectorConstruction

+

Treatment Modes
1. Passive 
2. Uniform Scanning (US)
3. Pencil Beam Scanning
(PBS)

Treatment Modes ~ G4RunManager

ex) $ ./proteusMC --tr={FBTR |GTR2 | GTR3} --mode={passive| us | pbs} --io={*.root | *.gdd}  *.mac

‣ OVERVIEW
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USER MACRO

inputs

outputs

Rp (Range in Patient), SOBP

CONVALGO (Conversion Algorithm) 
provided by Manufacturer

#the set-up to be set before initialization
/GTR2/SNT/type 250
/GTR2/SNT/aperture/rectangle open 
/GTR2/SNT/aperture/rectangle Lx Ly Ox Oy
#Geant4 kernel initialize
/run/initialize                         
/GTR2/FS/lollipops 2 5
/GTR2/SS/select 2
/GTR2/RM/track 5
/GTR2/VC/setVxVy cm 15.6 15.7

be
am

 e
ne

rg
y

 for case, --tr=FBTR, “/GTR2/ -> /FBTR/”

/BTS/beam/particle proton
/BTS/beam/energy L cm 20.08

nozzle

Range to M.C Energy conversion required!
i.e) E = R2Energy(20.08)
BTS ~ “Beam Transport System”

/TCS/passive/bcm TR2_B4_1 141 1000
/TCS/StartIrradiation

Control

TCS ~ “Treatment Control System”
TR2_B4_1 ~ Beam current pattern
141 ~ Stop digit 
1000 ~ baseline of incident particle

‣ INPUT PARAMETERS
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USER MACRO

Exp and M.C simulation were performed in same condition which 
every scatter element were opened.
1, All first scatterers were positioned out of beam path
2. Beam passes through a hole of range modulator
3. Beam passes through a hole of second scatter

Hole

Effective Range (cm)
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mc_energy.dat

Manufacturer’s data

Monte Carlo data

Mean energy

E(r) = exp(a+b*log(r)+c*pow(log(r),2)

Sigma sigma(R) = a - b*R

Depth (mm)
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Percent Depth Dose

Measurement Monte Carlo

Comparison Bragg peaks, initial beam energy distribution for M.C

/BTS/beam/particle proton
/BTS/beam/energy L cm 20.08

So, 20.08 cm will be converted to 
181.02, +- 1.014 MeV in M.C20.08 cm20.08 cm

‣ BEAM ENERGY
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USER MACRO

beam current

Wheel thickness

Beam Current Modulation

Stop digit

Range modulator rotates and produce Bragg Peaks ..

/TCS/passive/bcm TR2_B4_1 141 1000
/TCS/StartIrradiation

#start simulation
...
/GTR2/RM/angle deg 30.0
/run/beamOn 960
/GTR2/RM/angle deg 30.5
/run/beamOn 950
/GTR2/RM/angle deg 31.0
/run/beamOn 930
/GTR2/RM/angle deg 31.5
/run/beamOn 935
... ( more than 100 lines up to stop-digit)
# end of simulation

TR2_B4_1 : one of beam current modulation 
prepared by manufacturer
141: stop digit, determines the width of SOBP
1000: base number of particles 

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪

equivalent

‣ SEQUENTIAL RUN
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USER MACRO

The VSeqentialRunParameterisation class was devised to 
- generate a look-up table having dynamical information of constituent as function of time-sequence
- provide the Geant4 kernel with interfaces to change the conditions by referring the look-up table

The pure virtual methods of VSequentialRunParameterisation
GenerateLUT()                                       generates Look-Up table
GetLUTSize()                                          returns the size of Look-Up table
GetNumberOfParticles(G4int seqNo)    returns number of particles per individual simulation
ComputeNozzle(G4int seqNo)                changes nozzle set-up
ComputeBeam(G4int seqNo)                  changes beam condition
ComputePhantom(G4int seqNo)             change target phantom set-up

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 seqNo0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 seqNoseqNo

ComputeBeam(30)
ComputeNozzle(30)
ComputePhantom(30)

tions of a step are not connected in the figure to highlight the
fact that a condensed history implementation does not pro-
vide information on how the particle goes from A to B !the
curved dashed line connecting A and B is a more realistic
representation of the trajectory than a straight line from A to
B". This becomes important when the scoring grid is not the
same as the underlying geometry grid or when a single con-
densed history step traverses more than one geometrical re-
gion as in some of the fast MC codes specialized for use in
radiotherapy.35–39 This consideration highlights another im-
portant aspect of a condensed history simulation, namely the
way the transport is performed in the vicinity of or across
boundaries between different regions. The EGSnrc code, for
instance, utilizes single scattering !i.e., analog" simulation
within a certain perpendicular distance from an interface.40

Although this approach is necessary for accurate simulations
of certain types of geometries, it is generally not needed for
typical radiotherapy calculations.

Although the condensed history technique makes use of
practical MC simulations possible, it introduces the step size
as an artificial parameter. Dependencies of the calculated re-
sults on the step size have become known as step-size
artifacts.41 Step-size artifacts were a major factor in the early
years of most general purpose MC codes. Due to significant
theoretical developments in the nineties the condensed his-
tory technique is now well understood.42,43 This has lead to
the development of high accuracy condensed history
implementations40,44 and faster MC codes that can compute
dose distributions with accuracy comparable to traditional
MC packages in a small fraction of the time.35–39,45

With charged particle transport one stops tracking the par-
ticle’s movement at some low-energy cutoff and the choice
of the cutoff can affect the calculation in two important
ways. The higher the value of the cutoff, the faster the cal-
culation; this can improve the calculation speed significantly.
On the other hand, unless great care is taken, stopping at too
high a cutoff energy can distort the dose distribution since
the “stopped” charged particle might have deposited energy
some distance from where its trajectory was terminated.
Thus care must be taken in selecting an energy cutoff.

II.C. Overview of Monte Carlo-based radiotherapy
dose calculations

It is possible to carry out a single MC simulation in which
one starts with the electron exiting from the accelerator
structure, follows it and its descendants !e.g., bremsstrahlung
photons, knock-on electrons" through the fixed elements of
the head !targets or scattering foils, primary collimators,
monitor chambers, flattening filters, etc.", the various beam
shaping devices which are patient specific !jaws, multileaf
collimator !MLC", applicators, cutouts, wedges, compensa-
tors", and finally the patient as specified by a CT or some
other data set. This tracking of the initial particle and all of
its descendants is referred to as a history. As discussed fur-
ther in Sec. III D 1.1, it is important to include all particles
associated with a single initiating electron as part of the same
history.

Due to significant improvements in the efficiency of pho-
ton beam treatment head simulations,46 the speed of the com-
plete simulation is such that it is feasible to consider per-
forming the entire calculation for each patient.47 However,
there have been a variety of strategies for dividing such cal-
culations into several steps. The first step, transporting par-
ticles through the patient-independent elements, can be inef-
ficient without the use of advanced variance reduction
techniques !see Sec. II D". This is especially true for photon
beams, since many bremsstrahlung photons generated in the
target will strike the primary collimator and not contribute to
the beam reaching the patient. One approach to improve the
simulation efficiency is to first perform the simulation of the
patient-independent structures and to store what is called a
phase-space file at a plane just below the fixed elements of
the accelerator head !see phase-space plane 1 in Fig. 2". The
phase-space file contains phase-space parameters for all par-
ticles as they cross the scoring plane. The phase-space pa-
rameters consist of the energy, position, direction, charge,
and possibly other information such as the region/s of cre-

FIG. 1. Illustration of a class II condensed history scheme for electron trans-
port. The upper portion shows a complete electron track including secondary
electrons and photons !shown with dashed lines and not including their
interactions" with energies above the hard collision thresholds. The lower
portion is a magnified view of the shaded box.

FIG. 2. Illustration of the components of a typical Varian linear accelerator
treatment head in photon beam mode. Phase space planes for simulating
patient-dependent and patient-independent structures are also represented.
For other manufacturers, component structures !such as the jaws, MLC, etc."
may be in different locations, thereby potentially requiring a change in the
placement of the phase space scoring planes.

4823 Chetty et al.: AAPM Task Group Report No. 105: Monte Carlo-based treatment planning 4823

Medical Physics, Vol. 34, No. 12, December 2007

update

GenerateLUT()

% The sequence number (seqNo) : a moment on time-sequence <=> the copy number of G4PVParameterisation : an identifier as a part of 
geometrical structure. 

Replicated Physical VolumesReplicated Physical Volumes
! The mother volume is sliced into replicas, all 

of the same size and dimensions. 
! Represents many touchable detector 

elements differing only in their positioning.
! Replication may occur along:

! Cartesian axes (X, Y, Z) – slices are considered 
perpendicular to the axis of replication

! Coordinate system at the center of each replica
! Radial axis (Rho) – cons/tubs sections centered 

on the origin and un-rotated
! Coordinate system same as the mother

! Phi axis (Phi) – phi sections or wedges, of 
cons/tubs form

! Coordinate system rotated such as that the X axis 
bisects the angle made by each wedge

repeated

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 seqNo0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 seqNo
copyNo

Replicated Physical VolumesReplicated Physical Volumes
! The mother volume is sliced into replicas, all 

of the same size and dimensions. 
! Represents many touchable detector 

elements differing only in their positioning.
! Replication may occur along:

! Cartesian axes (X, Y, Z) – slices are considered 
perpendicular to the axis of replication

! Coordinate system at the center of each replica
! Radial axis (Rho) – cons/tubs sections centered 

on the origin and un-rotated
! Coordinate system same as the mother

! Phi axis (Phi) – phi sections or wedges, of 
cons/tubs form

! Coordinate system rotated such as that the X axis 
bisects the angle made by each wedge

repeated

CopyNo=30
Replicated Physical VolumesReplicated Physical Volumes

! The mother volume is sliced into replicas, all 
of the same size and dimensions. 

! Represents many touchable detector 
elements differing only in their positioning.

! Replication may occur along:
! Cartesian axes (X, Y, Z) – slices are considered 

perpendicular to the axis of replication
! Coordinate system at the center of each replica

! Radial axis (Rho) – cons/tubs sections centered 
on the origin and un-rotated

! Coordinate system same as the mother
! Phi axis (Phi) – phi sections or wedges, of 

cons/tubs form
! Coordinate system rotated such as that the X axis 

bisects the angle made by each wedge
repeated

CopyNo=31

location

ComputeDimension(30)
ComputeTransformation(30)

‣ SEQUENTIAL RUN (1/3)
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USER MACRO

The StartSequentialRun() method was added to G4RunManager to automatically 
1. invoke ComputeXXX methods defined in user class of VSequentialRunParameterisation
2. perform individual simulations by referring number of participant particles
until Look-up table being empty

Because SequentialRunManager is independent (no needs of re-writing) of user application, 
Internally generating look-up table for specific application is our key approach.

G4int start_lut = 0 ;
G4int stop_lut = _LUT->GetLUTSize();
for(G4int i=start_lut; i < stop_lut ; ++i){

_LUT->ComputeNozzle(i);
_LUT->ComputeBeam(i);
_LUT->ComputePhantom(i);
…
this->BeamOn( _LUT->GetNumberOfParticles(i));

}

‣ SEQUENTIAL RUN (2/3)
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TR2_B6_1 : one of beam current modulation 
prepared by manufacturer
144: stop digit. it presents width of SOBP
1000: base number of particles 

#start simulation
...
/GTR2/RM/angle deg 30.0
/run/beamOn 960
/GTR2/RM/angle deg 30.5
/run/beamOn 950
/GTR2/RM/angle deg 31.0
/run/beamOn 930
/GTR2/RM/angle deg 31.5
/run/beamOn 935
... ( more than 100 lines)
# end of simulation

replaced by

/TCS/passive/BCM TR2_B6_1 144 1000
/TCS/StartIrradiation

Because the initial beam information does not change during passive scattering simulation, 
so only nozzle set-up was changed as function of sequence number.

seqNo   # particles
0        960
1        950

2        930
3        935
...
143     900

look-up table for passive scattering
(number of particles per each 
individual run)

‣ SEQUENTIAL RUN (3/3)
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B5 cases : Histogram (MC), circle point (Markus)

~ 5 cm ~ 28 cm

‣ SOBP RESULTS
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USER APPLICATIONS

The accurate simulation study can help to design and construct a dosimetry device utilizing the BC408 

scintillator. 

we have simulated ... 

- optical photon emission spectrum 

- total light output vs proton energy

- quenching effect

PMMA
BC408 plate

Mirror

CCD

Remote control PC

Dark box

CCD
PMMA

BC408

Mirror

proton

M.C

‣ SCINTILLATOR (1/4): INTRODUCTION
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Graph
BC408 Response to Proton

Total light output vs proton energy

BC408 input parameters for G4Scintillation processBC408 input parameters for G4Scintillation processBC408 input parameters for G4Scintillation process

Basic infomation
G4Material

Chemical name Polyvinyl Toluene & Organic Flours
Basic infomation

G4Material
Chemical formula C10H11 or  H:C atoms = 1.104

Basic infomation
G4Material

Density 1.032 g/cm3

Additional Properties
G4MaterialPropertiesTable

R Index 1.58

Additional Properties
G4MaterialPropertiesTable

Light Yield Factor 500.0/MeV

Additional Properties
G4MaterialPropertiesTable Photon Energy 

Additional Properties
G4MaterialPropertiesTable

Spectrum(Ei)

‣ SCINTILLATOR (2/4): MATERIAL PROPERTIES

solid : from vender
Hist : from M.C
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The input parameters for BC408 and G4Scintillation processThe input parameters for BC408 and G4Scintillation processThe input parameters for BC408 and G4Scintillation process

Additional Properties
G4MaterialPropertiesTable

...Additional Properties
G4MaterialPropertiesTable

Quenching Factor 0.00708 g/cm2MeV

Quenching effect has not been implemented and then we added quenching formula G4Scintillation.hh/cc.

 dN = εdL
 dL = dE

  

dLquenching =
dE

(1+ kB
ρ

⋅ dE
dx

)

original Geant4 Scintillation ⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪

⎫
⎬
⎪

⎭⎪

dN : # of generated optical photons per a step 
ε    : Conversion efficiency. 
         G4MaterialPropertiesTable::GetConstProperty(“SCINTILATIONYIELD”)
dL : Transfered energy to be converted into optical photon. 
          aStep.GetTotalEnergyDeposit()
kB: Quenching factor. 
           G4MaterialPropertiesTable::GetConstProperty(“QUENCHINGFACTOR”)
ρ: Material density .        G4Material::GetDensity()
dE/dX : stopping power, G4EnergyLossTable::GetDEDX()

‣ SCINTILLATOR (3/4): QUENCHING EFFECT
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‣ SCINTILLATOR (3/4): 2D DOSE DISTRIBUTION
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USER APPLICATIONS

Secondary neutrons are produced during proton treatment by nuclear interaction with the materials on the beam path, including 

the patient’s body. 

We simulated to investigate 

- where did neutron come from ? 

- how we can reduce the neutron ?

‣ FINDING NEUTRON (1/4): INTRODUCTION
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USER APPLICATIONS

PLOTS WERE DRAW BY DR. KIM
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#of generated neutron at a component / # of total neutron

from Lead(Pb) part of R.M

from Brass (copper alloy)

protons 

‣ FINDING NEUTRON (2/4): NEUTRON GENERATION
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PLOTS WERE DRAW BY DR. KIM

hits in water phantom due to generated neutron 
(hits by secondary particles of generated neutron)

hits in water phantom vs part ID & depth

‣ FINDING NEUTRON (2/4): HIT DISTRIBUTION
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SWX207HD5

neutron from sub part Single Brass block Brass + SWX

Front of the Snout 0.13% 0.12%

snout 0.38% 0.24%

Brass Block 0.93% 0.43%

Phantom 0.31% 0.28%

#of neutron / # of total primary hits water phantom

‣ FINDING NEUTRON (4/4):  TO REDUCE NEUTRON HITS

% SWX207HD5: high hydrogen-boron contaminated material
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we have been enjoying our trial with Geant4... 
from modeling our system to user application.

Algorithm Monte Carlo The real
we can imagine ... we can try ... Eventually, we honor the masterpiece

Our challenge is to repeat our simulations with Geant4.9.x (currently, we are using 8.2.p02)

Thank you for your attention!
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